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SIELOX ANNOUCES NEW INTEGRATION WITH SALTO WIRELESS LOCKS
The New Pinnacle version 9 and a single AC-1700 Main Controller will support up to 16 wireless
locks, and two hardwired locks!
Runnemede, New Jersey June, 2012, Sielox LLC, a developer and manufacturer of integrated access control and video
surveillance solutions, has introduced a new integration solution with Salto wireless locks.
“I am pleased to announce that Sielox integrated solutions will now support up to sixteen Salto Wireless locks and two
hardwired locks using our latest version of Pinnacle version 9 and a single AC-1700 Main controller, “ said Karen Evans,
President and CEO of Sielox. “We encourage anyone who is contemplating deployment of wireless locks in a single location or
across their enterprise to learn more about Sielox.” Evans continues, “ This new Pinnacle™ version 9 with integration to the

Salto Wireless Locks with its new Lock Unlock and Block feature is ideal for applications in schools, hospitals, government
buildings and more.”
Mike Mahon, Senior Vice President for Salto , commented, “The Sielox integration will allow end-users to secure more interior
doors in their facilities because the cost per door on average will be less than half the cost of a traditional hard-wired door. The
ability to support up to sixteen wireless locks from a single AC-1700 Main controller enhances the cost-savings to own and
operate our locks.”
The Sielox / Salto Integrated System benefits include cost effective ordering, deployment, servicing and more, real time access
control and monitoring, event management, audit trail, battery status, and the ability to maintain control in an off line state. The
technology partnership blends traditional access control solutions and stand alone locks into a seamless, integrated, cost
effective system and thereby, eliminating keys and the need to carry multiple credentials.
Sielox LLC is a leading developer and manufacturer of integrated access control and video surveillance solutions. Since 1979
Sielox has marketed intuitive access control systems to the security industry through an established network of authorized
business partners. The company serves a variety of end-users within commercial, education, financial, manufacturing,
industrial, government, utilities, and retail markets. From entry-level to enterprise-wide, Sielox scalable solutions exceed today’s
complex and demanding security environments.
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